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ABSTRACT

Within the UK, parts of the R5 high temperature assessment procedures address creep-fatigue crack initiation in
initially defect-free components.  The procedures were developed some time ago and included a number of novel features
such as: the shakedown reference stress approach for structural assessment; the ductility exhaustion method for estimating
creep damage; and, the inclusion of size effects in fatigue damage calculations to enable assessments of thin in-reactor
components.  Recently, the R5 creep-fatigue initiation procedures have undergone a major revision.  In the revision the above
novel features have been retained but other parts of the procedure have been modified.  These include: a restructuring of the
document with an associated new step-by-step procedure to enable easier application of the procedures; modifications to the
ductility exhaustion model to address multiaxial stresses including the triaxial stresses which may be present in regions of
high welding residual stress; additional advice for assessment of weldments including fatigue strength reduction factors based
on experimental data on austenitic weldments; generalized hysteresis loop construction methods for complex non-isothermal
cycles, supported by laboratory data collected under non-isothermal conditions; and, advice on inelastic analysis when
simplified shakedown methods are inapplicable.  This paper first describes in outline the new R5 creep-fatigue crack
initiation assessment procedures.  Then attention is focused on the recent modifications and on the associated background
experimental and analytical work on which these modifications are based.

INTRODUCTION

Creep-fatigue life prediction methods generally employ separate calculations of creep damage and fatigue damage.
These are then combined according to an interaction rule to evaluate the time, or number of cycles, to lead to creep-fatigue
failure.  Creep damage has traditionally been calculated using a time fraction rule and this approach is incorporated in the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and French RCC-MR Codes [1, 2].  However, there are detailed
differences in the application of the time-faction rule in different codes in terms of safety factors on creep rupture curves and
the interaction rules for combining the calculated creep damage with fatigue.

An alternative to the time-fraction approach is the ductility exhaustion method.  Early developments of this [3] led to
incorporation of the method in the R5 assessment procedure [4].  As with the time-fraction rule, there were detailed
differences with other ductility exhaustion methods in terms of the definition of creep ductility and the associated interaction
rules [5].  This has led to further developments which suggest that the method is capable of greater accuracy than the time
fraction rule [6].  This paper first summarises new creep-fatigue crack initiation assessment procedures for incorporation in
R5.  Then some of the recent development work leading to these procedures is described.

R5 PROCEDURES

The R5 Procedure provides an assessment of the continuing integrity of a defect-free component, where the
operating lifetime might be limited by one of the following mechanisms:

(1) excessive plastic deformation
(2) creep rupture
(3) ratchetting or incremental collapse
(4) initiation of cracking due to combined creep and fatigue damage
(5) creep deformation enhanced by cyclic load

These mechanisms are assessed by simplified approaches which are less restrictive than those based on elastic
calculations, without requiring the complexity of full inelastic computation.  The simplified approaches use reference stress
and shakedown concepts and incorporate some conservatism.  Within these simplified approaches there are a number of
options for performing some of the calculations.  The first option presented is the simplest; other options may require
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additional calculations or data but give less restrictive results.  An alternative approach is not to use the simplified approaches
but to use detailed inelastic calculations to demonstrate the continuing integrity of a component.

The aims of the procedure are to estimate, by a simplified approach based on elastic stress analysis, the steady cyclic
stresses and strains (the steady cyclic state) in a defect free structure under creep-fatigue loading, and to use these parameters
to determine creep-fatigue crack initiation in the structure.  Several limits are included in the procedure to ensure the validity
of the approach adopted.  In the event of failure to satisfy these limits, advice is provided on the determination of creep-
fatigue crack initiation by detailed inelastic finite element analysis. The steps of the procedure, which are summarised below,
illustrate a simple conservative route through the procedure and indicate where a higher level of assessment is required.

The procedure is not intended to provide an estimate of the number of cycles to failure of a component although the
crack initiation endurance is a lower bound to this.  Following initiation, or for components containing cracks or crack like
defects, an assessment may be supported by separate calculations using other procedures in R5.

Step 1 Resolve load history into cycle types.
The complete load history of a component is required to define the cyclic conditions in the region under

investigation.  The history needs to be broken down into well defined cyclic events or service cycles.  Each different service
cycle has an associated cyclic load, a steady state load which operates during a dwell period and a characteristic temperature.
This simplifies the actual loading history so that it is reduced to a well defined number of different service cycles.  Detailed
advice on defining and constructing cycles types is given in R5 and is similar to other codes.

Step 2 Perform elastic stress analysis.
Elastic stress analyses are performed, assuming a homogeneous body of parent material, to determine the variation,

with position x and time t, of the multiaxial stress field )t,x(~
elσ  throughout the component, for each different service cycle.

The zones which give the most critical regions for the lifetime limiting mechanisms which are considered (i.e. plastic
collapse, creep rupture, ratchetting, creep-fatigue initiation and cyclically enhanced creep deformation) are then selected
taking note of the presence of weldments, the maximum stress levels, stress ranges, maximum temperature levels and time at
these temperatures.  For each type of cycle, the von Mises equivalent elastic stress and strain, )t(elσ  and )t(elε , and

equivalent elastic stress and strain ranges, elσ∆  and elε∆ , at the chosen locations (x), are calculated from the multi-axial stress

field history )t,x(~
elσ .

Step 3 Demonstrate sufficient margins against plastic collapse.
These tests are standard and are specified in R5 to ensure that the component does not suffer plastic collapse on the

first application of load, that excessive plastic deformation is not accumulated before the steady cyclic state is reached and
that it is possible for the steady cyclic state to be within global shakedown (see Step 7 below).

Step 4 Determine whether creep is significant.
The effects of creep may be neglected if the sum of the ratios of the hold time t to the maximum time tm, at the

maximum temperature in the dwell, Tref, for the total number of cycles nj of each cycle type j, is less than one:

 1)]T(t/t[n
j

jrefmj <∑ (1)

Curves of tm as a function of temperature are provided in R5 for ferritic and austenitic steels based on criteria in [2].

Step 5 Demonstrate that creep rupture endurance is satisfactory.
Creep rupture is assessed using a rupture reference stress, which is calculated using the primary load reference

stress, σref, which may be calculated from the elastic stress resultants or more generally from

Lyref P/Pσ=σ    (2)

where P represents the magnitude of the primary loads and PL is the corresponding value at plastic collapse for a rigid plastic
material with yield stress yσ .  For creep ductile materials the rupture reference stress is then calculated from:

 [ ]{ } ref

R

ref 113.01 σ−χ+=σ (3)

For all other materials the rupture reference stress is calculated from:

 [ ]{ } ref

R

ref 1)n/1(1 σ−χ+=σ (4)
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 where n is the secondary creep stress exponent.  This expression may also be used for creep ductile materials with n>7.  In
both cases the stress concentration factor χ is calculated from:

 refmax,el / σσ=χ (5)

where max,elσ  is the maximum elastically calculated value of equivalent stress, at the chosen section.  This evaluation is

acceptable for 0.4≤χ ; for larger values of χ it must be considered that the stress raiser is sufficiently sharp to require

treatment as a crevice or crack-like defect using the procedures elsewhere in R5.  Where very high triaxial stresses occur,
such as in notches, further consideration of their effect on creep rupture is required.

It should then be shown that the creep usage factor U, summed for the total number of cycles, nj, of each cycle type
j, is less than one:

 1
)T,(t

t
nU

jj ref

R

reff

j <







σ

= ∑ (6)

where tf  is the allowable time, determined from the creep rupture curve, corresponding to the rupture reference stress R

refσ ,

with a suitable safety factor at the reference temperature Tref.

Step 6 Perform a simple test for shakedown and check for insignificant cyclic loading.
The demonstration of shakedown ensures the avoidance of ratchetting or incremental collapse. R5 first provides a

simple test which may be used to obviate the need for  a detailed shakedown analysis.  If it is further possible to demonstrate
insignificant cyclic loading,  the need to complete Steps 7 to 14 is removed and the assessment continues at Step 15.

In many cases, with the satisfaction of the primary stress limit of Step 3, the elastic stress solutions of Step 2 for the
most severe cycle is within global shakedown.  For these cases, a simple test for shakedown is provided by assuming the
residual stress field, Step 7, is null, and demonstrating that the equivalent elastic stresses determined from linearised stresses,
at all the points x on the structural section for all times t, denoted )t,x(lin,elσ  are within a modified yield limit:

 yslin,el SK)t,x( ≤σ (7)

 Here, the product KsSy is a measure of the ability of the material to develop a steady cyclic behaviour, Sy is the
minimum 0.2% proof stress for the material for the temperature at point x and time t, and values of Ks are obtained from
figures in R5 for the same material and temperature.

 The extent of the length of the stress classification line, at the inner and outer surfaces, (rp)i and (rp)o respectively,
over which )t,x(elσ exceeds KsSy is identified, and it should be demonstrated that:

 (rp)i +(rp)o ≤ 0.2 x section thickness (8)

Then, a detailed shakedown analysis, Step 7, to find a residual stress field and a steady cyclic stress history is not required
and the cyclic plastic zone size, rp, is taken as (rp)i or (rp)o as appropriate.

At this stage, if inequality (7) has been satisfied, it may also be possible to demonstrate that the section under
assessment is within strict shakedown, fatigue is insignificant and creep behaviour is unperturbed by cyclic loading.
Demonstration of insignificant cyclic loading removes the requirement to perform Steps 7 to 14 inclusive.  The necessary
criteria for insignificant cyclic loading are;
• the most severe cycle is within the elastic range of the material,

ncyscysmax,el )SK()SK( +≤σ∆ (9)

where subscripts c and nc refer to values during the creep dwell and at the end of the cycle in the direction of the stress change
during creep,
• the total fatigue damage for all cycles, is less than 0.05,

05.0Df ≤ (10)

where the fatigue damage, Df, is calculated using the maximum elastic strain range, max,elε∆ ,  for each cycle,

∑=
j j0

j

f N

n
D (11)

where N0 is the fatigue endurance at strain range, max,elε∆
• creep behaviour is unperturbed by cyclic loading. If the creep dwell is at the tensile peak stress, this criterion is satisfied

by demonstrating
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ncysssmax,el )SK(+σ≤σ∆ (12)

where σss, the steady state creep stress, is equal to the rupture reference stress, R

refσ , of Eq.(4).  Satisfaction of these criteria

ensures that the steady state for all cycles is within strict shakedown, fatigue is insignificant and does not perturb creep
behaviour.

Step 7 Perform a global shakedown check and calculate the cyclic plastic zone size.
R5 assesses the ability of the structure to attain global shakedown to nearly elastic behaviour after the first few

cycles of loading, so that avoidance of plastic ratchetting or incremental collapse is ensured.  The state of shakedown is
brought about by the action of residual stresses left by the early cycles of load and an estimate of the residual stress field is
needed.  Any number of estimates of residual stress fields may be generated, but only one field, ρ~ (x), which is constant with

respect to time throughout all loading cycles is used for the assessment of shakedown.  It is necessary to obtain equivalent
stresses sσ (x,t) applying during the steady cyclic state for each type of loading cycle, at least for the extremes of stress

occurring during the cycle at the locations of maximum cyclic stress range.  This is done by first forming the steady cyclic
stresses s

~σ (x,t) by the addition of the elastically calculated stress )t,x(~
elσ to the residual stress field ρ~ (x):

)x(~)t,x(~ = )t,x(~
els ρ+σσ (13)

The equivalent stress history, sσ (x,t), is determined from s
~σ (x,t).  If the elastically calculated stresses have been linearised,

all values of sσ (x,t) should be shown to satisfy the short term shakedown criterion

yss SKt)(x, ≤σ (14)

If elastic stress distributions have not been linearised, the extent of the regions, at the inner and outer surfaces, (rp)i and (rp)o

respectively, over which inequality (14) is violated should be identified.
Limited regions of the structure may be exempted from the strict shakedown requirement if at least 80% of the

thickness of every section consists of a ligament over which the criterion is continuously satisfied.  If this requirement is
satisfied for all types of load cycle for all points in the structure apart from the stated exemptions and for all instants of time
during each cycle, then the structure is within global shakedown.  In this event, no further tests are necessary for plastic
ratchetting or incremental collapse. If global shakedown cannot be demonstrated, then the Procedure given here for the
assessment of creep-fatigue and strain limits cannot be applied directly and it may be necessary to consider detailed inelastic
analysis in order to substantiate the component.

Step 8 Calculate the shakedown reference stress, reference temperature and start of dwell stress.
This step also involves determining the combination of shakedown reference stress and temperature which results in

the shortest rupture life. For the period of each type of cycle during which loadings are constant with time, the value of

sσ (x,t) calculated in Step 7 using linearised stresses, is selected which, in combination with the temperature T at the same

point during the same period, gives the shortest rupture time read from minimum stress rupture curves. This value of sσ (x,t)

is then defined as  the shakedown reference stress s

refσ  for the structure during this period and the corresponding temperature

T is the shakedown reference temperature s

refT .  The residual stress field may be chosen to minimise the shakedown reference

stress  s

refσ at any point while continuing to satisfy the shakedown test of  Step 7. Where the full elastic stress field has been

considered and peak F-stresses have been included, the  estimated shakedown reference stress and temperature, s

refσ  and ,T
s
ref

provide a conservative estimate.
If the loadings or temperatures vary slowly over long periods it is permissible to divide the time interval concerned

into blocks during which the variation is small and assign a shakedown reference stress and temperature to each block.  A
pessimistic assessment is achieved by using the highest values of s

refσ  and s

refT from any block.

If the initial elastic solution satisfies the requirements of the shakedown tests in Step 7, then the residual stress is
null and sσ (x,t) is identical to elσ (x,t).  In this case the structure is well within strict shakedown and the stress at the start of

creep may be expected to diminish with repeated relaxations.  It is then permissible to adjust the mean stress in the cycle to
minimise the shakedown reference stress, provided the maximum stress which occurs at any point in the cycle, where there is
no creep, does not exceed (KsSy)nc .

It is also necessary to calculate a start-of-dwell stress, 0σ .  This can be taken equal to a revised shakedown reference

stress with F-stresses included in the shakedown calculations.  The greatest elastically calculated equivalent stress range,
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max,elσ∆ ,
 
between the stress level at the start of a creep dwell and any stress level in the load cycle at which creep does not

occur is established and a revised steady state stress at the start of the creep dwell, 0σ  is estimated from

ncysmax,elrevs0 )SK()t,x( −σ∆=σ=σ (15)

For tensile dwells at the peak of a cycle, if Eq. (15) gives a negative value, 0σ is set equal to 0.  For complex

cycles, for example when the dwell is not at the hysteresis loop tip, it may be necessary to consider the elastic stress range
between the stress level at the start of the creep dwell and the stress level at a number of points in the cycle where creep does
not occur.

The derivation of the start-of-dwell stress, 0σ , from sσ (x,t) uses elastic calculations of stress throughout.  If the

point of interest is outside strict shakedown, then the resulting value for 0σ  may be unrealistically above yield.  A less

pessimistic value may be estimated following detailed procedures in R5.

Step 9 Estimate the elastic follow-up factor and associated stress drop during the creep dwell
The loadings applied to high temperature structures often consist of severe cyclic thermal stresses, possibly beyond

yield, and relatively smaller, steadier mechanical loads.  Under these circumstances, behaviour during periods of steady
operation at high temperature results in the relaxation of initially high stresses as creep strain replaces elastic strain.  The
process may lead to an increase in the total strain as a result of elastic follow-up and can be described by

0
dt

d
.

E

Z

dt

d c =σ+ε
(16)

where cε is equivalent creep strain, E is Young’s modulus, νν+= where)1(2/E3E is Poisson’s ratio, σ  is equivalent stress

and Z is called the elastic follow-up factor.  Three options are available for the evaluation of this factor, which needs to be
evaluated separately for each type of load cycle. The simplest option is to neglect any stress relaxation which may occur
during a dwell prior and evaluate creep damage using forward creep data.  This is equivalent to taking Z as ∞  and results in
a conservative estimate of creep damage in any situation.  Note, however, that it is still necessary to take account of any
stress relaxation which does occur in the evaluation of total strain range (see Step 10).

The second option may be applied if the structure is isothermal, to the extent that the temperature nowhere varies by
more than 10°C and primary loads are small compared with secondary loads, so that

0BL 2.0)PP( σ<+ (17)

is satisfied everywhere, where PL and PB are the ASME [1] primary stress resultants.  For these conditions, the factor may be
conservatively bounded by the value Z=3.

The third option is to calculate Z from an inelastic computation,  but it is not necessary to consider alternating
plasticity and creep nor to analyse large numbers of cycles to obtain a steady state, and the option therefore remains much
simpler than assessment by full inelastic analysis. This represents the most effective way of estimating the change in
kinematics due to creep.  Simple power-law creep is used with a typical value of creep exponent n, and allowing for any
temperature dependence of creep for non-isothermal loadings.  A monotonic elastic-creep computation is then performed,
starting from the elastically calculated state corresponding to the maximum elastic stress in the cycle.  The computation is
continued until either stresses have become constant or have reduced to the level 0rD0 where σσ∆−σ  is the value calculated

in Step 8 and  rDσ∆  is the stress drop in a laboratory relaxation test starting from the stress 0σ  at temperature s

refT  for the

hold time of interest.  rDσ∆  is treated as a material property.  In this latter case, Z is then estimated from integration of Eq.

(16) as

)E//()E/(Z rDrDt σ∆σ∆+ε∆= (18)

where tε∆  is the increase in total strain in the computation.  As values Z > 1 slow the rate of stress reduction, rDσ∆  may be

replaced by a value σ′∆  in Eq. (18) where σ′∆  is obtained from cyclic relaxation data allowing for the value of Z.  Iteration
is needed to obtain consistent values of σ′∆  and Z in Eq. (18).

Step 10 Calculate the total strain range
A simplified method can be used for calculating the total strain range if creep effects can be neglected (Step 4) or the

creep dwell starts at the hysteresis loop tip, and if the elastic follow-up is estimated to be moderate, defined as Z < 5.  In other
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cases, detailed routes  are provided in R5 but the estimate of strain range obtained from the simplified treatment described
here exceeds that obtained following these detailed routes and hence leads to a more conservative assessment.

The total strain range is obtained by enhancing the maximum elastically calculated stress range, maxel σ∆=σ∆ , from

Step 2, by the stress relaxation drop rDσ∆ . The increased elastic stress range r,elσ∆  is then given by

rDelr,el σ∆+σ∆=σ∆ (19)

In situations where creep effects can be neglected, elr,el σ∆=σ∆ .  It should be noted that here rDσ∆  should not be adjusted for

any influence of elastic follow-up, and should not be replaced by σ′∆  calculated in Step 9.
If the conventional uni-axial cyclic stress-strain curve is represented by a Ramberg-Osgood relation of the form

 ( ) βσ∆+σ∆=ε∆ /1A/E/ (20)

the total stress range, σ∆ , is obtained by solving  the Neuber relationship:

[ ]βσ∆σ∆σ∆=σ∆+σ∆=ε∆σ∆ /12

rDelr,elr,el )A/(+ E/  E/)( (21)

which gives the total strain range, 
tε∆ , for use in the fatigue assessment,  as:

[ ] vol

/1

t )A/(+ E/ ε∆+σ∆σ∆=ε∆ β (22)

The quantity 
volε∆  is the enhancement due to constant volume deformation during plasticity and is estimated from:

r,elvol )1K( ε∆−=ε∆ ν (23)

where
)]1)(1/[()]1)(1[(K ν−ν+ν−ν+=ν (24)

and
)E/E1(5.0E/E ss −+ν=ν (25)

The secant modulus, Es,  is obtained from the relationship,

])A/(E//[E
1

s
βσ∆+σ∆σ∆= (26)

Step 11 Check limits on cyclically enhanced creep
Although the demonstration of shakedown ensures there will be no plastic ratchetting, an additional check is needed to

ensure that there is no excessive accumulation of forward creep strains due to the cyclic loading.
The shakedown reference stress and temperature, s

refσ  and Ts
ref calculated in Step 8  provide a conservative estimate of

the stress and associated temperature controlling creep deformation. The shakedown reference temperature Ts
ref  remains the

temperature to be used in all cases but for situations involving constant primary loads combined with secondary loads
producing essentially through-wall bending stresses across the section of interest, a lower value of s

refσ  for assessing

cyclically enhanced creep may be obtained as follows.  First, the load parameters X and Y are defined for each type of
loading cycle as:

yref S/X σ= (27)

and yrange S/QY = (28)

where refσ is the primary load reference stress calculated in Step 5 and Qrange is the maximum elastically calculated range of

the linear thermal stresses Q for the structural section on which the shakedown reference stress s

refσ  has been calculated in

Step 8.  The proof stress Sy used to non-dimensionalise X and Y is obtained for the temperature s

refT . The  reduced value of
s

refσ  is then calculated from:

1)X1(YS}1)X1(Y2Y{ y

s

ref <−+−−=σ (29)

 1)X1(YXYSy

s

ref ≥−=σ (30)

for this specific loading application.
The shakedown reference stress of either Eqs (29) and (30) for the specific loading case or more generally that from

Step 8 is then used to calculate a creep usage factor W which must satisfy :

1 
)T,(t

t
n =W 

j
s

ref
s

reff
j

j <∑












σ
(31)
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similar to Eq. (6).  In practice, tf is defined both from minimum creep rupture data and from creep strain data so that
inequality (31) limits creep deformation resulting from the enhancement of creep strains by cyclic thermal loads, and ensures
that this process does not result in accelerated creep rupture in the case of brittle materials.

Step 12 Summarise the assessment parameters
 The above steps lead to the determination of all the parameters required for the basic assessment of a component.
Where a more detailed analysis is warranted, this is undertaken by use of appropriate appendices in R5. The identified
parameters are summarised as follows:
 
 rp The cyclic plastic zone size is determined in Step 6 or 7 and is required in the choice of initiation crack size, a0,

which is used to calculate the fatigue damage per cycle in Step 14.
 
 0

s

ref ,T σ The shakedown reference temperature and start-of-dwell stress are determined in Step 8; the shakedown

reference temperature is used to calculate the total strain range in Step 10 and both parameters are required to
calculate the creep damage per cycle in Step 15.

 
 σ′∆Z, The elastic follow-up factor and the stress drop in the creep dwell are determined in Step 9;  they are used to

calculate the total strain range in Step 10 and the creep damage per cycle in Step 15.
 
 tε∆ The total equivalent strain range is determined in Step 10  and is used to calculate the fatigue damage per cycle

in Step 14.
 
 W The creep usage factor is determined in Step 11; although it is necessary to demonstrate that 1W <  over the

service history of the component, W is not required in the calculation of creep damage per cycle in Step 15.

Step 13 Treatment of weldments
Modifications are needed to Steps 3-11 for welded structures.  Complications include:

• potential mismatch of materials properties

• the introduction of welding defects

• the presence of high local residual stress

• the effect of surface finish creating the difference between ‘dressed’ and ‘undressed’ welds.

Due to these factors, R5 separates the treatment of weldments from that of parent material. This treatment is not described in
detail here but some background information is provided below.

Step 14 Calculate the fatigue damage per cycle
The process of fatigue damage is considered to consist of two stages. The first corresponds to the nucleation of a

defect of size, ai = 0.02mm. The second stage is the growth of this defect to a specified depth, a0, which corresponds to the
initiation criterion. This separation enables assessments to be made for thin sections in which a0 must be specified to be
smaller than the crack size, a , corresponding to failure in a laboratory specimen. The separation also enables allowance to

be made for the order in which cycles are applied and for the different effects of multiaxial stress state on the nucleation and
growth processes [7].

For thick section components, a0 is set equal to a .  For thin-section components, a0 is set equal to a small fraction

(typically less than 10%) of the cross-section so that uncracked body stress analysis is appropriate. A convenient choice is
often the extent of the cyclic plastic zone, rp.

The fatigue damage per cycle, df, corresponding to the cyclic strain range tε∆ as calculated in Step 10, is defined as

0f N/1d = (32)

where N0 is the number of cycles to initiate a crack of size a0 under continuous cycling conditions at strain range tε∆ . The

method for calculating N0 may be summarised as follows:
Obtain the relevant fatigue endurance data.  Partition the endurance data into curves describing the number of cycles

for nucleation, Ni, and growth, Ng, of a defect as functions of total strain range using:
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28.0

i N06.8)Nln()Nln( −−= (33)

and

ig NNN −= (34)

Calculate the number of cycles gg MNN =′  to grow the crack from size ai to a0 where M is given by

min0

iminminmin

iminmin0min aafor
)aa()a/a(n1a

)aa()a/a(n1a
M >

−+
−+

= (35)

or

min0

iminminmin

i0 aafor
)aa()a/a(n1a

aa
M <

−+
−

= (36)

and amin is taken to be 0.2 mm [8].  If a0 < a , this modifies the growth curve to take account of size effects and  gN′ <Ng. If

a0 ≥ a , gN′  is set equal to Ng and N0 = N .

Step 15 Calculate the creep damage per cycle
 For cases where there is insignificant cyclic loading according to the criteria of Step 6, the creep damage, dc, per
cycle is defined as

)(t/td ssfhc σ= (37)

where th is the duration of the creep dwell and tf(σss) is the rupture time of the material at the steady state creep stress σss

equal to the rupture reference stress, R

refσ of Eq. (4).  More generally, a ductility exhaustion model is used to assess creep

damage. The creep damage per cycle, dc, is then given by

dt
)(

d
ht

o cf

c
c ∫ εε

ε
= (38)

where cε  is the instantaneous equivalent creep strain rate during the dwell period and )( cf εε  is the appropriate creep ductility

taking account of the effects of stress state and strain rate.  This method for determining dc is applicable to all situations;
however, inelastic finite element analyses would be required to fully take account of the variation of creep ductility with
instantaneous values of creep strain rate and stress state throughout the dwell period.  The calculation of creep damage per
cycle can be simplified by assuming the most onerous stress state during the dwell period applies at all times, and assuming
that the creep ductility is independent of strain rate and equal to a lower shelf ductility, Lε , suitably factored to take account

of stress state and denoted Lε . Both of these simplifications  lead to a pessimistic assessment of creep damage per cycle. For

a case involving a tensile dwell where both of these simplifying assumptions have been made, the creep damage per cycle is
given by

Lc E/Zd εσ′∆= (39)

where σ′∆ is the equivalent stress drop in the dwell.  However, if the dwell occurs in the compressive part of the cycle, an
upper shelf uniaxial creep ductility, ,Uε  is used to estimate the creep damage as

 Uc E/Zd εσ′∆= (40)

Modelling of the transition from first cycle to steady cyclic behaviour leads to an associated time or number of
cycles. If creep damage in this transition phase is judged to be significant then it must be separately calculated and added to
the value calculated above for steady state operation.

Step 16 Calculate the total damage.
The total damage D over the creep-fatigue history is the linear sum of a fatigue component, Df, and a creep

component Dc, that is:

cf DDD += (41)

where ∑∑ ==
j

fjj
j j0

j

f dn
N

n
D (42)
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and ∑=
j

cjjc dnD (43)

Here nj is the number of service cycles of type j and N0j, dfj and dcj are the values of N0, df and dc corresponding to
that cycle type, as calculated by Eqs. (32-40). If D<1, then crack initiation will be avoided. If D≥1, then crack initiation is
assessed to have occurred and creep or creep-fatigue crack growth calculations should be performed using the procedures
elsewhere in R5.

Step 17 Assess significance of results and perform a sensitivity analysis.
Further action is required if the criterion for safe operation of the component defined in terms of initiation of a crack

of specified depth is not met.  Possible courses of action include:

(i) use more detailed methods of stress analysis, for example, inelastic computations;
(ii) perform a sensitivity analysis;
(iii) improve the input data, for example use cast specific ductility and/or endurance;
(iv) use the multiaxial fatigue route, particularly if significant components of compressive stress are present;
(v) assess subsequent crack growth;
(vi) develop a safety case based on alternative arguments, such as leak before break or features tests;
(vii) refine the operating history or revise future allowable operating conditions;
(viii) repair, replace or re-design (for example, change of material).

The initiation of a crack does not necessarily imply that the structure is unsafe. Under some circumstances a crack
may propagate sub-critically for the planned remaining life of the component, or might arrest and become dormant. The
extension of the safe life to include crack propagation can be made by using the initiation crack depth, a0, as the starting
depth for a crack growth assessment.

A sensitivity analysis will identify those parameters which have the most significant effect on the results. For
example, at high cyclic strain ranges the fatigue damage contributes most to crack initiation, whereas at low cyclic strain
ranges and moderate to long dwell times creep damage dominates. However, changes in one parameter may promote or
demote the importance of other parameters in the analysis. For example, using lower bound yield stresses in the analysis will
maximise the strain range, ,tε∆ but may minimise the stress at the start of the dwell, 0σ , and hence the creep damage

accumulated in a cycle. Sensitivity analyses with respect to materials data which are known to be significantly affected by
operating conditions are advised.  The use of cast specific data will generally lead to a less pessimistic assessment, as these
data will normally have properties better than the lower bound of the data set.  However, the procurement of cast specific data
may involve conducting mechanical property tests on material removed from plant.

Step 18 Report results.
The results and methods employed in an assessment must be properly reported so that the data and procedures used

can be scrutinised and verified. Any pessimisms must be clearly identified.  If a weldment is being considered, the
information should include the weldment type and whether the weldment is treated as dressed or undressed. The materials
data employed at all stages of the procedure including its source and justification for any assumptions or extrapolations made,
and whether bounding or best-estimate data have been used should be reported. In particular, it should be recorded if strain-
rate dependent creep ductility data are used to assess cyclic creep damage and then the details of the necessary adjustments
reported. If weldments are being assessed the appropriate Fatigue Strength Reduction Factors (FSRFs) should be recorded.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Treatment of Weldments
Weldments are assessed using the step-by-step procedure described above but with some modifications as indicated

in Step 13.  In particular, FSRFs are used to modify the strain range in order to estimate fatigue damage.  Recommended
FSRFs are given in R5 for different types of dressed and undressed weldments and these have recently been the subject of a
review for both austenitic and ferritic weldments.  In order to confirm currently recommended FSRFs or reduce
conservatisms, and also to provide validation of the overall procedures for weldments, a series of fatigue and creep-fatigue
tests has been conducted on thick section cruciform weldments of the design shown in Figure 1 [11].
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Fig. 1 Section Through  Cruciform Weld Specimen (Dimensions in mm)

The weldments were manufactured using partial-penetration, double-sided, T-butt fillet welds from a well
characterised cast of Type 316L(N) stainless steel, welded with matching consumables.  The specimens were tested under
fully reversed four-point bending at 550°C, with nominal outer-fibre total strain ranges between 0.25% and 1% and hold
times of 0, 1 or 5 hours at the maximum deflection in the cycle.  The maximum test duration was about 2.5 years.  Specimens
failed mostly within the parent material but one fatigue test at the highest strain range failed at the weld toe, and one creep-
fatigue test at a strain range of 0.6% and a hold time of 5 hours failed in the weld metal.

The test results support the FSRF values recommended in the latest version of R5 for dressed weldments.  The
numbers of cycles to initiate a 2mm deep crack have been assessed using the R5 procedures [11], as modified for weldments
including the recommended FSRFs.  The tests have also been assessed using the French dσ procedure [9].  Results are shown

in Figure 2.  It is apparent that both the R5 and dσ  procedures provide conservative estimates of the number of cycles to

initiate cracking, as estimated from the experimental data.

Fig. 2 Comparison of actual initiation endurance versus those predicted using the procedures of R5
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Multiaxial Ductility
In order to apply Eq.(38) it is necessary to have an estimate of the effect of stress state on creep ductility.  As creep-

fatigue initiation assessments are generally performed at a surface, relationships were developed by Spindler [10] from
biaxial creep data on Type 316 and Type 304 stainless steels.  An empirical expression of the form

)]2/32/1(qexp[)]/1(pexp[/ p1ff σσ−σσ−=εε (44)

was developed where fε and fε  are the von Mises equivalent and uniaxial ductilities, respectively, and p1 and, σσσ  are the

maximum principal, equivalent and hydrostatic stresses.  Values p=2.38, q=1.04 were obtained for materials where fε
decreased with decreasing stress and values p=0.15, q=1.25 were obtained for materials with a ductility sensibly independent
of stress.

In some components, the most highly stressed point may not be at the surface and creep damage may initiate sub-
surface.  Therefore, recently a series of tests on notched bars of an ex-service Type 316H stainless steel has been performed
to determine the effects of triaxial states of stress on ductility.  Tests at 550°C were performed for a range of notch
geometries leading to a wide range of triaxial states of stress.  Finite-element analyses were  performed to identify skeletal
points in the specimens, corresponding ratios σσσσ /,/ 1p  and the corresponding ratios of equivalent strain at the skeletal

point to the nominal surface hoop strain.  This hoop strain was then determined experimentally using diametral extensometry
enabling fε  at the skeletal point to be assessed as a function of σσσσ /and/ 1p . However, since both σσσσ /and/ 1p

increase with increasing ratio of specimen net section radius, a, to notch radius, R, it was not possible to separate the effects
of these two stress ratios.  Therefore, guided by the results for biaxial stress, q in Eq.(44) was set equal to unity.

The results from the notched bar tests are shown in Figure 3 normalised by the median uniaxial ductility fu(ε ~20%)

as a function of σσ /p .  It can be seen that the values of p and q derived previously from biaxial data (p=2.38, q~1.0) lead to

conservative estimates of triaxial stress state effects but a better fit is achieved with p=1.18, q=1.0.  The data have also been
assessed using cavity growth models [10].  This shows that a good, but non-linear fit in Figure 3 would be expected from
constrained cavity growth models which incorporate a cavity nucleation term.  Further testing is underway to see if these
models can be developed to provide more refined advice in future issues of R5.

Fig.3  The Effects of Triaxial Stress on Creep Ductility Compared with Eq. (44)
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CLOSING REMARKS

This paper has presented recently revised procedures in R5 for assessing creep-fatigue initiation in structures.  While
the procedures have been set out in some detail, it should be recognised that R5 contains more detailed information and
refined options which may be followed to reduce conservatisms when those presented here do not lead to an acceptable
assessment.

The revisions to R5 are based on programme of work targeted to reduce conservatisms in previous approaches,
extend the scope of applications and provide further validation of methodologies.  Some of this background work has been
described and the work is continuing to further enhance the procedures in the future.

Acknowledgement: This paper is published with permission of British Energy Generation Ltd and AEA Technology plc.
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